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In addition to the above, it has a wide range of features that are useful for many segments of the
printing industry, but our flexo and gravure customers find it particularly useful:










Quick processing: our MMX-optimized rendering module processes jobs in seconds even with
complicated screens (large halftone cells with hybrid screening and 37.5° angles).
High quality screening: weight balanced dots for maximum smoothness, complex filtering
algorithm for choosing the screen sets with the best ’immunity’ against in-plate moiré, 4096
shades of gray under almost any condition, gray enhancement based on a stochastic pattern (no
patterning even on very low dpi and very high lpi), corner-to-corner rosette consistency, large
halftone cells to avoid any visible patterns of hybrid screens, low-pass filtering for smoothening
tonal jumps, second order FM screening with user definable black and white dot size.
Enhanced preview with accurate ICC-based colors and zoom that can be continuously adjusted
from full page view down to microscopic view of 10× magnification.
Client-server architecture that allows the typical mid-size flexo prepress offices to allow
simultaneous access for several pre-press operators to the StudioRIP system.
3 types of proofing (contone, halftone and dot-for-dot), as well as RGB or CMYK soft proofing.
Very flexible calibration system: unlimited number of daisy chained curves, free choice of
setpoints in the curves, 3 types of curves (transfer, response, dot gain), free choice of colors per
curve (e.g. PANTONE 123 CV can have its own curve within a calibration curve set).
Wide range of features like trapping, imposition, ganging, ink duct control, on-screen dotmeter,
retouch, ruler, plate merging etc.

Free choice of angles and (NEW!) color dependent LPI
The conventional flexo angle set (with the K screen on 37.5°), as well as any other angles can be chosen.
StudioRIP guarantees consistent rosettes and moiré free screens on for screen sets built on any K angle.
NEW feature: the lpi value can be defined on per-color basis if needed.

Wide choice of dot shapes
A wide choice of dot shapes, such as the gravure-specific pincushion dot are available. Also, dot shapes
coming from the PS/PDF files are accepted.

Hybrid screening
StudioRIP comes with 3 hybrid screening types, which then can be further combined.

Standard (offset optimized) hybrid screening
Recommended for technologies like the offset printing that are able to print small dots (of 40 microns or
below), but are unstable with the dots of the 0.5-2% tints. Using dots of 20-40 microns with hybrid dot
removal in the 0.5-2% tints makes them stable and in the same time smooth enough for the eye. This
technology is also suitable for good quality flexo environments.
Both the minimum and the maximum dot size can be defined by the user.

Shifted hybrid screening
Recommended for technologies which are unable to print stable dots of below 40 microns, and therefore
the FM-AM transition (the area where the first dots are removed) becomes offending for the eye. To
avoid this, the screen dots are shifted towards a more random structure, so then when the first dot is
taken out by the hybrid screening, it isn’t perceived by the eye. In exchange, the 5-35% tints become
slightly noisier.
The user can define the percentage where the dots start to shift – by default 35% –, and the minimum
dot size (below which dots are taken away instead of becoming smaller).

Pillar hybrid screening
Recommended for technologies which are able to print dots of below 40 microns, but using them alone
in on larger areas leads to problems (such as overinking of the dots which are small enough to penetrate
into the anylox cell). The solution is the use of larger dots (of 40-80 microns) acting as ’pillars’, keeping
the small dots away from the anylox.
The user can define the size and the density of the pillar dots, as well as the size of the normal dots.

Ink spread compensation
The ink spread compensation protects small vector objects (typically tiny white-on-black texts) from
being damaged by the dot gain of the ink, the laser or any other similar technological factor involved.
The idea is that a certain number of pixels are choked back on the edges of vector objects. The algorithm
takes care of protecting thin lines to disappear (the user can define the minimum line thickness below
which the algorithm will not allow the objects to be choked).
The picture below shows the removed pixels in orange. In can be observed that the bottom part of the
object is protected: only 2+2 pixels are removed instead of the 4+4 pixels removed on the sides, in order
to keep a line width of at least 2 pixels.

The pictures below show the physical result (under a microscope) of the ink spread compensation on an
inkjet printer.

Ink spread compensation OFF

Ink spread compensation ON

Dot chunk removal
Even if the screening system is set up correctly and generates dots that are handled properly by
flexographic system, these dots will be cut on the edges of vector objects, and small chunks of a few
pixels (such as the ones marked with read circles on the picture below) can then cause trouble
(overinking, broken dots etc.). The goal of dot chunk removal system is to remove any such chunks.
The user can define the size, in pixels, of the minimum dot chunk that is not removed.

Black tint texture
It is a known issue that on certain flexo technologies the solid areas have inking problems. It was also
observed that almost-solid areas (such as 98% on high lpi) may take more ink that fully solid areas.
StudioRIP’s proposed solution is to replace solid areas with fine tints that, instead of getting printed, will
only make the surface ’harder’, improving its ink adherence properties.

The black tint texture settings…

…and the result

Note that the black tint texture replacement module will act on the halftone dots too, protecting their
edges in order to avoid any damages on the screens such as adding noise or moiré. Also, increasing the
edge protection size will partially or completely remove the texture from the screens.

Dispro (NEW formula added)
The dispro (pre-distortion) tool allows for the compensation of anamorphic press distortion (typical for
flexography), as well as for the automatic calculation of the distortion amount.
To close the debate between our various customers having different formulas, we allow the use of two
different formulas.

Seamless screens
The seamless screening feature is used for continuous printing, where the image is repeated such as
wallpaper. To ensure the screen isn’t broken where the top and the bottom edges of the page joins
(broken screens typically resulting in visible line), the seamless screening feature adjusts the screening to
ensure a seamless join.

Turning this feature on will cause a slight change in the size of the job (typically of about a few
millimeters), which then normally are compensated by the engraver machine. In case of very low
tolerance, the screening system can be instructed to use the smallest possible cell size that ensures a
distortion of around a tenth of millimeter.

Upper and lower screen limits, (NEW!) gravure pattern
StudioRIP allows for a dot percentage below or above a specific percentage to be printed as a defined
value. For example, the picture below shows a setup which instructs the RIP to remove any dots below
2%, and to print any percentages above 80% as 80%.
Note that:
 The latter setting can be also defined as the gravure dot gap equivalent (that is, a 17 micron gap
between the rhomboid dots).
 Most of this functionality can also be achieved by the calibration system of StudioRIP which allows for
transfer curves defining similar behavior.
NEW feature: by checking the Gravure optimized screen option the screening engine can be optimized
for providing the best possible shape at the maximum limit (80% in our example). By checking this
feature, the following will happen:
 The actual maximum limit value will be rounded to the closest value which allows a geometrically
perfect pattern (as you can see in the right side window, the 80% limit was rounded to 80.96%).
 Similarly, the LPI value will be rounded to the closest value which allows a geometrically perfect
pattern.
 The dot shape will be forced to rhomboid, which on 45 degrees uses a geometrically perfect shape
instead of the normal shape (that takes in account other aspects such as center of mass balance,
avoiding singular dots sticking out etc.).
 With the three above settings synchronized, at the maximum limit the provided pattern is pixel
perfect on 45 degrees.
 On non-45 degrees angles the quality is also optimized for best possible shape at upper limit.
 With the Normalize gravure tonal range option checked, the 100% tint will be also mapped to the
maximum achievable limit (e.g. 100% prints as 80.96%, 50% prints as 40.48%).

NEW! Edge enhancement for gravure
The gap of the gravure pattern is filled in by the dot gain, therefore the gravure pattern prints as a
uniform full tint. However, the edges of vector objects may lose uniformity/sharpness due to the pattern
gaps:

A zero character imaged with gravure pattern

The simulated result of the dot gain filling in the gaps

However, if the gravure pattern is closed by a thin line (see Job style > Post-processing > Full tint outline),
this effect will disappear:

A zero character imaged with gravure pattern,
closed by a thin line

The simulated result of the dot gain filling in the
gaps, protected by the closing line

NEW! Advanced cropping for flexo
In earlier versions StudioRIP had the Crop with bleed dialog where pages could be cropped by a certain
(numerically specified) amount. The new crop tool is much smarter than this:
 The crop area can be specified (1) numerically, using the fields in the toolbar (2) adjusting the four
edges individually, or (3) drawing the new crop area with the crop tool.
 Having the crop area defined, it can be (1) applied to all pages in the job, (2) to the selected pages, (3)
to the current page, or (4) new page can be created from the job.
 Creating a new page from the cropped area is particularly important in flexo where, to save the (quite
expensive) media, operators often collect the non-empty areas of separations by cropping them. For
example if the Pantone 123 plate only contains a logo in the upper-left corner and a text in the
bottom-right corner, then these two areas can be cropped into new pages, and then passed to the
ganging module for optimal media saving.
 Also, cropping can be applied both to color page as well as to separations (although separations can
be only cropped into new pages – this is how most flexo operators will work).
 A method for position/registration marking the cropped pages automatically will come later.

NEW! Advanced flexo optimized ganging
Earlier versions of StudioRIP had only a simple ganging module optimized for offset where typically pages
of the same size need to be collected to the width of the roll media.
The new StudioRIP versions come with new flexo optimized ganging strategies which can fill the available
media with pages of different sizes. Things to know about the new ganging strategies:
 The new system is backward compatible, old job styles will continue to use the same algorithm, even
with the ganging set to Collect pages to entire media.
 The advanced ganging can be accessed through the Page collection strategy combo box, setting it to
anything else than the default Simple.
 The three advanced modes are (1) no page rotation allowed, (2) rotation allowed only for pages of
different sizes (that is, pages of the same size will be rotated together), or (3) free page rotation.
 Roll fed devices will try to compact the pages to use as little media as possible, while flexo operators
will prefer to squeeze media onto the available size.
 The advanced ganging is guillotine-compliant (that is, jobs can be cut into pages using the right
sequence of horizontal or vertical cuts through the full job width/height, no ‘zigzag’ cuts will be
needed).
 Ganging works within a single job. When more jobs are to be printed together, join them before
printing.

